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Executive
Summary
This study examines current changes in urban mobility
markets based on the example of free-floating carsharing (FFC) systems. Over a period of one year, around 115
million data records were collected world-wide and then
evaluated on several levels. These data records can be
used to map around 18 million car rentals. The focus is on
the evaluation of the relevance of these systems for transport and the economy and the development of recommendations for urban and transport planning, for mobility providers and free-floating carsharing providers.

Evaluation from the perspective of
transport

› › Since today‘s free-floating carsharing systems have

a limited fleet size and a low level of utilisation,
they have no significant relevance for transport in
the respective local transport markets and hence do
not contribute directly to solving transport problems in urban centres.

› › In order to reach a noticeable share in mobility, existing fleets would have to be dramatically expanded and private car transport regulated accordingly.

› › As a result of

the system-inherent, limited performance capability of free-floating carsharing
systems, public transport as well as bicycle and pedestrian transport continue to be the backbone of
sustainable urban mobility.

› › To a large extent, free-floating carsharing is motor-

ised convenience mobility in a local area and hence
appears to be a replacement product for bicycles,
public transport and taxis.

– –The trips are over comparatively short distances.
– –A large share of

the trips take place within or
between “hip” city districts.

– –A large share of

the trips are part of after-work
and leisure transport.

› › Free-floating carsharing vehicles are almost as in-

efficient and space-consuming as privately owned
cars. A free-floating carsharing vehicle in Berlin is
driven an average of around 62 minutes a day and
is parked and left unused on public streets for almost
23 hours. A privately owned car is driven 30 to 45
minutes in the city.

›› Up to now, FFC providers have focused almost exclusively on selected megacities and trendy cities. In the
foreseeable future, these systems will not make their
way into the much bigger share of large cities or into
complex polycentric areas, such as the Ruhr district.
This means that in the near future FFC systems will
not have any role to play in a nationwide or even
global change in transport.

Evaluation from an economic
perspective

›› Free-floating carsharing is an add-on mobility sys-

tem which is capable of generating additional flows
of revenue and increasing mobility expenditure by
customers. Due to the specific trip structure of FFC
systems, demand for transport modes with low mar-
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ginal costs for the customer, such as bicycle or public
transport, is shifted to FFC systems and additional
revenues are generated for the FFC system.

›› In the case of

transport modes with high marginal
costs for the customer (out-of-pocket expenses), such
as taxis, both demand and revenue are shifted to FFC
systems.

›› Despite the minor relevance for transport, free-floating carsharing systems are from a global perspective
a market with potentially high sales, for instance, for
global players, such as car manufacturers and car
rental firms.

›› In the case of

large cities in the OECD territory with
a population of more than 500,000, we have identified sales potential of up to €1.4bn p.a. for systems in
an optimised condition in 2020.

›› The performance of

today‘s FFC systems differs significantly and there is still potential to optimise both
utilisation and revenue structures.

Competition between systems

› › With 26 cities, 800,000 customers and 9,000 ve-

hicles, car2go is clearly the market leader when it
comes to free-floating carsharing. DriveNow currently operates in 6 cities with 300,000 customers
and 2,400 vehicles. Multicity is to be found in Berlin
only. Enjoy is an FFC system in Rome and Milan.
Other providers exist as sub-brands of established,
classical carsharing providers. In August 2014, Spotcar will enter the market with Opel vehicles.
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› › DriveNow has higher utilisation and higher revenues
per vehicle than car2go.

› › Compared to car2go, DriveNow has higher quality
vehicles and a smaller fleet per city.

› › DriveNow focuses on smaller and more densely populated (more attractive) operating areas.

Success factors

› › The success of

the systems is determined by the
following factors:

––Optimum vehicle density in the operating area – sys-

tems with smaller operating areas and a large vehicle
fleet are more successful.

––Focusing the operating area on densely populated

trendy city districts in order to cover important transport sources and relevant target groups.

––The success of the systems clearly corresponds with
the quality of public transport in cities: the better
public transport is, the greater the success of FFC
systems.

––Municipal control and regulation of private car transport and the quality of the FFC vehicles were also
identified as further influence factors.
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URBAN MOBILITY
IN TRANSITION?

Urban mobility
in transition

1.

Urban mobility markets are on the brink of a historical phase of change. Triggered by various social and
technical megatrends, such as growing urbanisation and the extensive market penetration of the mobile Internet and related localisation technologies,
new mobility services are being introduced which
would have been inconceivable just a few years ago.

1. Urban mobility in transition

The rapid spread of flexible bicycle and
car rental systems as well as multi-modal
information and booking platforms are
gnawing away at historically grown mobility patterns and enabling people to
reorganise their mobility and adapt it to
the growing digitisation in their lives.
There is no area that is not covered by mobility. Whether driving, parking, cycling
or public transport use, new offers, new
platforms, new apps, new startups are continuously being created. Powerful corporations are investing heavily in this young
market. Google has invested in ridesharing
services and autonomous driving, and has
created in GTFS a new data standard for
timetable information in public transport
systems. Daimler with its Mobility business
is aiming to achieve annual sales of around
one billion euro by 2020 and, in addition
to investing in car2go, it is also investing
in its own mobility platform moovel, as
well as in the German coach market (Flixbus), and is also involved, for instance, in
tiramizoo, an urban delivery service, and
GottaPark, a carpark service provider.
In this study, we are addressing the radical
change taking place on mobility markets
in order to identify on the basis of sound
analyses the potential but also the limits of
these new mobility offers. Our first study
on this topic deliberately focusses on the
sub-segment of free-floating carsharing
which has been strongly built up in recent
years, especially by large car manufacturers.
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Free-floating systems have freed carsharing from its “alternative” label and have
made it accessible for a broad, pragmatic,
urban section of the population. Systems
like car2go and DriveNow have galvanised
public transport and have the taxi sector
worried, and are exemplary of the changes
taking place on the urban mobility market.
Mobility services are the subject of extensive discourse among both the public
and experts. There is not a month goes
by without a conference, BarCamp, or
new blog related to this topic. It seems as
if the new offers are upending the entire
mobility market in no time at all. This
market, which is closely integrated into
our established lifestyles and subject to
strong government regulation, is marked
more by inertia rather than dynamism.
In our customer projects, we are perceiving both uncertainty and disquiet among
many established stakeholders. This explains why the respective strategies differ.
While some invest in building up their own
services, others see themselves more in the
role of a co-ordinator for various mobility offers and then there are those who
are waiting to see how things develop.

The rapid spread of flexible bicycle
and car rental systems along
with multi-modal information and
booking platforms are gnawing
away at historically grown mobility
patterns.
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1. Urban mobility in transition

1. Urban mobility in transition
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In this study we are particularly keen to take a critical look
at the media hype, to look behind the scenes and, using
hard data and facts, to bring greater transparency to the
relevance of these new offers for transport and the economy.
The following questions guided us here:

› › How relevant are these systems for
transport?

› › Which market shares (modal split) can be
generated with these systems?

› › Can these systems prevent the traffic

With these results, we are not only addressing those in charge in the public transport
sector, urban developers and transport politicians, but also the operators of these new
systems.
We wish to add some fact-based and sober
aspects to the discussion and generate impetus for the future shaping of these systems.

collapse in our cities?

› › How successful are these systems from an
economic perspective?

› › How successful are these systems in a
cross-comparison?

› › Which drivers and success factors can be
identified?

Free-floating systems have freed
carsharing from its “alternative”
label and have made it accessible
for a broad, pragmatic, urban
section of the population.
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IN TRANSITION?

Overview
of
carsharing
2.

Carsharing is the organised, joint use of vehicles. Carsharing dates back as far as 1948 when a so-called “selfdriver co-op” was founded in Switzerland. In 1988, German carsharing pioneer StattAuto was launched in Berlin.
What was once a niche product with a small number of
vehicles and users has grown rapidly in recent years.

2. Overview of carsharing

With traditional carsharing, each vehicle
has a permanent parking location and a
designated parking area. The customer
can borrow the vehicle for a few hours or
days, but the vehicle must always be returned to the pick-up location. Many studies
show that these customers often have no
car and, in total, travel more using public
and non-motorised means of transport.
In the past, classical carsharing was often
organised as a co-operative. Commercial
models frequently ran into financial difficulties. Insolvencies, mergers and takeovers by commercial fleet managers and car
manufacturers were frequent occurrences.
As use of the Internet increased, a growing number of so-called peer-to-peer
models were created. In this case, privately owned vehicles are organised and
lent out to private users via a platform.
First studies on free-floating carsharing
were already carried out in the 1990s.
With free-floating carsharing, the vehicle
no longer has to be returned to its original
position. The customer locates the vehicle
using a smart phone and opens or locks it
using a smart phone or smart card. The
vehicles “float” freely in a defined operating area and are parked on public roads.
Widespread use only became possible when
smart phones and the related localisation technologies penetrated the market.

Car manufacturer Daimler and the rental
company Europcar with their car2go system are among the pioneers in commercial
free-floating systems. Following a pilot phase
in Ulm (2008), car2go has been expanding
at a rapid pace world-wide since 2011.
In that same year, BMW and Sixt entered
the market with DriveNow and up to now
have focused exclusively on Germany 1.
DriveNow was reported to have reached
break-even at the beginning of 2014 and
is planning to expand on an international
level in around ten more major cities in
Europe and approx. 10 more in the US. 2
In 2013, Volkswagen took over carsharing provider Greenwheels and launched
Quicar in 2011 in Hanover. Quicar,
however, is still currently designed as an
inter-city, stationary carsharing system.
Opel is now preparing to launch its own
free-floating service in Berlin. In autumn
2014, 100 Opel Adam cars are to be
introduced to Berlin‘s competitive market under the brand name Spotcar.
In Italy, energy company Eni, Fiat and
Italy‘s public rail jointly operate an
FFC system in Milan and Rome 3.
Up to now, it was not possible for small,
private free-floating service providers
to become established or if they did so,
they were soon forced to cease operating (e.g. Zebramobil in Munich).
1
2
3

 MW without Sixt operates a stationary carsharing sysB
tem called DriveNow in the greater San Francisco area.
Cf. Automobilwoche, 4 June 2014.
https://enjoy.eni.com
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Evaluation from
the perspective
of transport
3.

To what extent are free-floating carsharing systems
helping to solve urban transport problems? This
question is examined in the first part of our study.
Against the background of impressive media resonance and the strong presence of the vehicles in urban areas, we wanted to identify how relevant this
new mobility service actually is for transport.

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport
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Fig.
1

MODAL-SPLIT
Berlin1

Relevance for local transport
markets
The easiest way to evaluate the relevance of
free-floating carsharing for transport is to
look at a single city. In this study, we repeatedly refer to the results of our analyses for
the city of Berlin. After all, Berlin is considered to be the capital city of free-floating
carsharing and in a cross-comparison can be
seen to have the largest operating area and
the largest free-floating carsharing fleet.

29 %
On foot
13 %
Bicycle

26 %
Local public
transport

32 %
Car

Our analyses of other cities show a very
similar picture albeit with locally specific
characteristics.
1 % Taxi

For the period from April 2013 to March
2014, we identified for Berlin a total demand volume of around 3 million rentals
and up to 4 million trips 4 taken for all three
free-floating carsharing providers (DriveNow, car2go and Multicity). In terms of
Berlin’s mobility market, this means that together all three providers have a mere 0.1%
share in the modal split and hence play an
insignificant role in transport matters.
4 With an average occupation rate of 1.3 for vehicles in
Berlin (cf. SrV Berlin/TU Dresden).

0.1

%

Free-Floating-Carsharing
1) O
 wn calculation based on the
SrV 2008 survey

Our analyses of other cities shows
a very similar picture albeit with
specific local characteristics.

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport
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By comparison:

›› Berlin‘s taxi sector records around 38 mil-

Positioning a ten times bigger fleet in Berlin, however, is hardly conceivable without
restricting private car use and rededicating
public car parks.

›› Public transport in Berlin, on the other

Free-floating carsharing is not expected
to significantly help in solving transport
problems in urban mobility markets, even
in the future, for the following reasons:

lion trips a year, corresponding to around
45 million passengers each year. The taxi
share in the modal split is hence around 1%.

hand, has a 26% share in the modal split
while motorised individual transport accounts for around 32%.

Just to achieve a comparable share in
the modal split as taxis, the free-floating
carsharing fleet would have to be dramatically expanded. This means that,
with constant utilisation, the number of
vehicles would have to be increased by a
factor of 10. Assuming declining marginal
demand 5 for each additional carsharing
vehicle, the number of vehicles necessary would be even much higher again.
5

T
 he current assumption is that additional vehicles have
a positive effect on (boost) demand. However, a decline
in utilisation has already been seen in cities with high
coverage of the operating area (e.g. Ulm).

›› The restricted transport capacity of

freefloating carsharing vehicles compared to
public transport is a general or systeminherent limitation for potential.

›› Unevenly balanced urban demand for

transport leads to sub-optimum utilisation
or availability of vehicles and this also
limits potential.

Prosperous urban centres need efficient
means of transport. Public transport and
non-motorised individual transport continue
to be the backbone of sustainable urban
mobility.

Public transport and nonmotorised individual transport
continue to be the backbone of
sustainable urban mobility.

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport
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2

A COMPARISON OF URBAN
TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE

Vehicles

1 UNDERGROUND
TRAIN
748 People

=
374 SMART
CARS

1 TRAM
289 People

=
144 SMART
CARS

1 BUS
125 People

=
63 SMART
CARS
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Local convenience mobility

Our analysis shows that most of the
trips with free-floating carsharing vehicles are for motorised local mobility:

We then went on to examine the kind of
mobility needs which are served by freefloating carsharing. We examined how freefloating systems are to be evaluated from
the perspective of urban ecology. We first
analysed trip length and distance covered as
well as the spatial distribution of the trips.

›› In Berlin, for instance, around 15% of

all
FFC trips are over distances that are also
attractive for pedestrians (less than 2km).

›› Even around half

of the trips are over
distances that are typical for inner-city
bicycle transport (less than 5km).

One of the key elements of free-floating
carsharing is the one-way trip option (which
is why it is called oneway carsharing). According to car2go, 90% of all trips are oneway trips and only 10% are round trips. 6
6

C
 f. Leo, Andreas: car2go – connected smart vehicles,
2013.

Fig.
3

SHARE OF DISTANCE CATEGORIES
IN TRIP VOLUME (IN %)
car2go

50% of trips
%

DriveNow

15

Multicity
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More than
20km
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Fig.
4

MEDIUM TRAVEL
DISTANCES IN COMPARISON

›› In other cities, trip lengths are even shorter than in Berlin due to much smaller
operating areas.

›› The global average distance for all systems
is 5.0km.

Across all free-floating trips and systems, the
average travel distance for Berlin totals 5.8
kilometres for free-floating carsharing. This
is a value that is much lower than the travel
distances for motorised individual transport
(MIT) and only slightly higher than the
travel distances covered with bus and tram.
The short travel distances also correspond
with the price structure of free-floating
carsharing offers. Especially when it comes
to short trips, out-of-pocket expenses for
the customer remain below the perception threshold and cost around the same as
a cappuccino or a single ticket on public
transport. Where very short distances (less
than 2km) are concerned, car2go and Co.
are at times even cheaper than a single ticket
for public transport.

km
0
Rapid rail

12.9

Local public
transport

10.1

Car

9.5

Underground

8.4

Taxi

6.4

Free-floating
carsharing

5.8

Bus

5.4

Tram

4.9

Bicycle

3.4

Pedestrians

0.9

3

6

9

12

5.8

15

km

Average travel distance with
free-floating carsharing

All figures for Berlin
Source: FFC: civity analysis 2013/2014; Taxi: Berlin Taxi Drivers’
Guild; other SrV transport survey on average travel time according to means of transport groups in overall transport 2008

Our analysis shows that most
of the trips with free-floating
carsharing vehicles are for
motorised local mobility.
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Fig.
5

FFC HOTSPOTS

Rentals/returns

1–3

1 4 – 30

31 – 55

56 – 91

92 – 141

142 +

Rapid transit ring

Fig.
6

FFC RELATIONS

Prenzlauer Berg
Moabit

Hansaviertel
Charlottenburg

Mitte

Tiergarten

Kreuzberg

Wilmersdorf

Friedrichshain

Schöneberg
Neukölln

Routes according to frequency

Very high

High

Medium

Rapid transit ring
Source: civity analysis 2013/2014
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The low average trip distance is also reflected
in the spatial structure of the trips. If we first
look at the entry and exit points in Berlin, we
see that the strongest vehicle sales hotspots are
located within Berlin’s rapid transit (S-Bahn)
ring. This means that the highest vehicle sales
are generated in an area that, compared to the
rest of the city, is also very well-covered by local
public transport and bicycle paths.
If we then take a closer look at the relations
using a source-target matrix, we can see that
a large part of trips not only take place between trendy districts, but, above all, within
city districts. To sum up, this means that the
vehicles are mostly used for short distances
within or between trendy city districts.
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Free-floating carsharing hence covers distances
and mobility needs most of which could be
covered by local public transport or by bicycle.
These facts, together with non-representative
statements by users, lead us to the conclusion
that free-floating carsharing is to a significant
extent “motorised convenience mobility in local
areas” by users who previously used means of
transport that are more compatible with the city
and the environment, such as public transport
and bicycles.

Fig.
7

Mitte
Prenzlauer Berg
Kreuzberg
Friedrichshain
Charlottenburg
Moabit
Neukölln
Schöneberg
Tiergarten
Wedding
Wilmersdorf
Gesundbrunnen
Tempelhof
Pankow
Weißensee
Steglitz
Reinickendorf
Westend
Mariendorf
Zehlendorf
Lichterfelde

Lichterfelde

Zehlendorf

Mariendorf

Westend

Reinickendorf

Steglitz

Weißensee

Pankow

Tempelhof

Gesundbrunnen

Wilmersdorf

Wedding

Tiergarten

Schöneberg

Neukölln

Moabit

Charlottenburg

Friedrichshain

Kreuzberg

Prenzlauer Berg

Mitte

SOURCE-TARGET
MATRIX
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Fig.
8

COMPARISON BETWEEN LOCAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORT AND FFC DAYTIME DEMAND
After-work and leisure
transport

Indexed demand
over the course
of the day

After-work and
leisure traffic

Transport peaks
in morning commuter traffic

In addition to the spatial structure of
trips, we also examined how the trips were
spread over time and which conclusions
could be drawn from user behaviour.
If we look at workday demand for free-floating carsharing compared to basic local public transport, the following picture emerges:

›› Free-floating carsharing has a much more
pronounced peak than public transport.

›› The strongest peak in the case of

freefloating carsharing is in the evening while
this takes place early in the morning with
local public transport (due to school children and commuters).

›› The peak with free-floating carsharing

takes place after the general afternoon
traffic peak, i.e. early in the evening between 6 and 8 pm.

›› The comparatively low morning peak is

around two hours after the peak in public
transport, i.e. between 8 and 10 am.

›› At night, the fall in demand is not quite as
strong as in the case of public transport.

Time
0:00

6:00

12:00

18:00

21:00

Typical workday demand for local public transport
Workday demand for free-floating carsharing in Berlin
Source: civity analysis 2013/2014

Free-floating systems do
not reduce peaks in morning
commuter traffic.

24:00

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport

In combination with the analysis of spatial use,
additional conclusions can be drawn regarding
use structure:

›› Peaks in demand for free-floating car-

sharing tend to be for after-work and leisure transport.

›› The systems are competing here with

(expensive) taxi transport and (less dense)
public transport.

›› Free-floating systems are not so much

used by conventional commuters, but
more by creative people with more flexible working hours and who begin work
later in the day.

›› Free-floating systems hence do not reduce
peaks in morning commuter traffic.

EXCURSUS
For various reasons, the quarters to the east
of Berlin’s city centre, i.e. Mitte, Prenzlauer
Berg, Friedrichshain and Kreuzberg, are
predestined for free-floating carsharing:

›› Very diverse use (commercial, residential, leisure)
and relatively balanced traffic

›› High density of

development

›› Highest population density in Berlin
›› Few green and open areas

›› Lowest car availability in Berlin (among the
lowest in Germany)

Apart from these “hard” socio-demographic facts,
these four city districts also have their own special
social structure. They are not only home to Berlin’s hipsters, they are also the areas of the city
where available net income has increased the most
in recent years. 1
1) Statistical Office for Berlin-Brandenburg
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Fig.
9

AVERAGE PRODUCTIVE
MINUTE PER
VEHICLE IN BERLIN

Bus1
630 minutes

Taxi2
227 minutes

DriveNow Berlin
78 minutes

FFC Berlin3
62 minutes

car2go Berlin
62 minutes

Private car4
36 minutes

62

minutes is a free-floating
vehicle used for a day.

1) E
 mpirical civity value for
inner-city bus transport

Multicity
26 minutes

2) c
 ivity estimation based on
information for the Berlin
Taxi Drivers’ Guild and TomTom, no empty or relocation
trips
3) Harmonised average across
all providers in Berlin for
the period from April 2013
to March 2014
4) Passenger car use in Berlin’s
inner city, calculation based
on the SrV 2008 survey

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport

Transport efficiency:
moving vehicles or standing
vehicles?

›› The situation with taxis and public trans-

The criticism frequently voiced about privately owned cars is that they are more
“standing vehicles” rather than moving
vehicles. In Germany, a passenger car is
used for an average of one hour a day and
is left parked for 23 hours, mostly in public areas. In inner cities, passenger cars
are used for between 30 and 45 minutes.
We wanted to find out how this looked in
the case of a free-floating carsharing vehicle, and the result was a sobering one:

carsharing vehicles need almost just
as much parking space as privately
owned cars and hence have no positive
impact on inner-city space consumption. A welcome increase in utilisation,
however, has system-inherent limits
(non-balanced traffic flows, planning
and scheduling requirements) and will
not basically change this picture in the
near future.

›› With all three suppliers, a free-floating

vehicle is put to productive use for only
around 62 minutes a day.

›› Although this is around one third more

than a private car, it is still far too low to
be considered compatible in terms of the
city and space consumption.

port vehicles is much better.

––With current utilisation, free-floating

With all three suppliers, a freefloating vehicle is put to
productive use for only around
62 minutes a day.
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Relevance for the national
and global mobility market
Up to now, FFC providers have focused almost
exclusively on selected megacities and trendy
cities. In the foreseeable future, these systems
will not make their way into the much bigger
share of large cities or into complex polycentric
areas, such as the Ruhr district in Germany. In
some cases, active queries by cities with populations of more than half a million have been
declined by free-floating providers.
11% of Germany’s population of around
80.5 million live in the seven cities with
free-floating carsharing systems in place. On
the other hand, around 59% of the population of these cities or around 7% of Germany’s population, respectively, live in the
operators’ business areas. According to the
providers, around half a million customers
are registered in Germany. 7 It is estimated
that there around around a quarter of a
million active users in Germany 8 which corresponds to a 0.5% share in the population.
7
8

Bundesverband CarSharing.
A
 round 3% of the population in cities are active users
(see study by Handelskammer Hamburg).

7

%

of Germans live in the
FFC operating areas.

The importance of the free-floating carsharing fleet is even lower compared to Germany‘s total privately owned car fleet. Around
8% of the good 43 million privately owned
cards are registered in cities with free-floating carsharing systems. The good 6,500 freefloating carsharing vehicles hence account
for a fraction of the total German car fleet.
By focusing on major cities in Germany,
the providers have managed to cover a
comparatively large part of the German
population with a relatively low number
of vehicles. If we expand this view to the
global market, the picture is similar.
This clear focus on megacities and trendy
cities makes absolute sense for operators
from an economic perspective and is understandable. After all, these are profit-orientated companies which cannot run loss-making
services on a permanent basis. However,
FFC systems have not yet made any significant contribution to a global change in
transport.

From an economic perspective, the
focus on megacities and trendy
cities makes sense for operators.

3. Evaluation from the perspective of transport

Fig.
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MARKET COVERAGE

More than 1 million
More than 500,000
Less than 500,000
With FFC
Without FFC

GERMANY LARGEST
CITIES
1.

Berlin

3,375,222

2. Hamburg

1,734,272

3. München

1,388,308

4. Köln

1,024,373

5. Frankfurt a. M. 1

687,775

6. Stuttgart

597,939

7. Düsseldorf

593,682

8. Dortmund

572,087

9. Essen

566,862

10. Bremen

546,451

61. Ulm

123,672

1) Start 8 Sep 2014

Providers focus on lucrative,
trendy cities. A large part of the
population will not be covered
by FFC systems even in the
foreseeable future.
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URBAN MOBILITY
IN TRANSITION?

Evaluation from
an economic
perspective
4.

What economic potential does free-floating carsharing have
from an operator perspective? This question is examined
in the second part of our study. In light of strong expansion efforts by Daimler and BMW, as well the entrance
of other car makers into the carsharing market, we will
examine the business models of these providers in more
detail and analyse some of the key factors for success.

4. Evaluation from an economic perspective
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Fig.
11

OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS
FOR AVERAGE TRAVEL
DISTANCES
The decisive factor for the provider’s
business model is the question regarding which type of use/mobility needs are
to be satisfied. Due to its high marginal
costs compared to public transport 9, MIT 10
or bicycle transport, free-floating carsharing will always be a supplementary
rather than basic means of transport.

› › Free-floating carsharing has positioned

itself as a self-service taxi service with
lower marginal costs for a trip than a taxi,
for customers whose marginal mobility
costs are next to zero because they have
either a season ticket for public transport
or a bicycle.

Due to their specific trip structure (local
mobility, leisure transport), FFC systems are
in fact able to generate new revenue flows
and to increase the mobility market volume
on the whole. On the other hand, revenues
are drained from other transport forms
because trips and revenues are shifted.
The providers have managed to position a
new mobility service on the market and to
generate additional revenues.
At the same time, the prices or revenue rates
per rental are comparatively high. Although
the price for a comparable trip is much lower
than with a taxi, it is in fact much higher than
the price for a trip using public transport.
9

D
 ue to the high share of customers with season tickets,
marginal costs for local public transport are very low
for most customers.

10 The full cost of MIT is comparable with free-floating
carsharing. Since carsharing makes MIT costs completely variable, the perceived costs (out-of-pocket/
marginal costs) are higher.

Berlin FFC (5.8 km) in €
3

0
Taxi

6

9

12

12.77

DriveNow
(Premium)

5.03

DriveNow
(Standard)

4.58

car2go

4.29

Multicity

4.14

Local public
transport

2.50

+ 198 %

+ 72 %

1) Premium: K1, Mini convertible in summer, standard: other vehicles
Source: Federal Association of Taxi Drivers‘ Guilds, car2go, DriveNow,
Multicity, civity rates database

The providers have managed to
position a new mobility service
on the market and to generate
additional revenues.
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FFC systems are particularly interesting
from an economic perspective for
multinational companies.
New revenue flows are generated particularly among customers with previously low
marginal mobility costs. This is because
individual trips are shifted from local public transport and bicycles to free-floating
carsharing without revenues for local public
transport or bicycles falling due to nonexistent marginal costs. In contrast to this,
revenues and trips are withdrawn from other
forms of transport with high marginal costs
for users, such as taxis.

›› According to our calculations, from

April 2013 to March 2014 the systems
examined world-wide generated sales of
more than €53 million solely from rentals. Registration and service fees were not
included in these calculations.

›› Broken down to Berlin‘s mobility mar-

ket, we assume revenues for free-floating
carsharing rentals to be in the range of
€14m p.a. which corresponds to slightly
more than a quarter of the world market.
In terms of Berlin‘s local mobility market,
this corresponds to a revenue share of
around 0.3% of the approx. €4.8bn mobility market.

Sales potential in 2020
– a market worth billions?
Even if today’s free-floating carsharing systems are of no importance for inner-city
transport, on a global level, for instance, for
globally operating car manufacturers and
car rental firms, this could in fact be an
attractive market.
Based on the utilisation and demand structure of a total of 30 systems world-wide over
the period of our examination (2013/2014),
we have extrapolated the sales potential for
free-floating carsharing systems to the year
2020.
We have assumed here expansion in other
major cities with populations of more than
half a million in the OECD as well as optimisation of existing systems to today’s goodpractice level. Expansion to Asian markets
outside the OECD was not part of this
calculation of potential.
Based on a global sales volume of around
€53m in 2013, optimisation of utilisation
and revenue management could almost quadruple the sales volume of existing systems. Sales could be increased eight times over if the
systems expanded to other major OECD cities with existing performance. With expansion to the level of optimised systems, sales
potential could increase to over €1.4bn p.a.

4. Evaluation from an economic perspective
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Fig.
12

Assuming that the number of vehicles is
optimised in all existing systems, a fleet of
around 15,000 vehicles would be needed
compared to the around 11,000 11 vehicles
available today. Expanding the systems
to all OECD cities with a population of
more than 500,000 would require around
40,000 vehicles. An expansion of optimised systems to all OECD cities with a
population of more than 500,000 would
require as many as 110,000 vehicles.

Increase in utilisation by 2020

SALES POTENTIAL IN
OECD COUNTRIES

~ €200m
Optimised
utilisation
of existing
systems

Our calculation of potential also leads
also shows that FFC systems are particularly interesting from an economic
perspective for multinational companies
which, within the scope of global expansion and optimisation of systems, can
achieve specific economies of scale and
hence efficiently operate local systems.
Local single providers will hence continue to
find it difficult to efficiently operate an FFC
system.
11 The number of officially published vehicles is higher.
Our calculation is based on the number of vehicles
actually available.

~ €1.4bn
Expansion and
optimised
utilisation (2020)

~ €400m
Expansion to other
cities on the basis of
status-quo utilisation

~ €53m
Status-quo
utilisation

More cities

1.4

Potential sales in 2020 total

€

bn p.a.

Local single providers will hence
continue to find it difficult
to efficiently operate an FFC
system.
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Competition between
systems
In addition to the importance of the various FFC systems for both transport and the
economy, it is also interesting to examine
the differences between the two dominant
players: car2go (Daimler Mobility Services/
Europcar) and DriveNow (BMW/Sixt).
Compared directly, DriveNow has a higher
level of utilisation than car2go. Based on
our extrapolations, we assume a global
average rental period of 56 minutes for
a DriveNow vehicle and 36 minutes for a
car2go vehicle. By comparison: In Berlin,
a DriveNow vehicle is used 78 minutes a
day and a car2go vehicle 66 minutes.
The two providers also have different price
rate structures. According to our calculations, the average gross revenue per km for
the higher-priced DriveNow service is €0.75
while the average gross revenue per km for
the lower-priced car2go service is €0.65.
We have identified current sales of around
€14m p.a. for Berlin’s FFC market for
the survey period, with car2go accounting for 50%, DriveNow almost 45% and
MultiCity a good 5%. What’s striking is
that DriveNow’s revenues per day and
vehicle are much higher than car2go’s.

We believe that there are three reasons
why DriveNow is more successful:

›› Smaller fleet size
› › Focus on smaller and more attractive
operating areas

›› High-quality, more attractive vehicles
While car2go only offers smart cars in three
variants (Electric Drive, Combustion Diesel
and Micro Hybrid Drive), DriveNow offers
almost the entire range of compact and middle-class cars from the BMW group, from
the Mini convertible to an SUV.
In the period under review, an average of
374 car2go vehicles per city were available.
DriveNow, by contrast, had only 330 vehicles per city and system.
There are also significant differences when
it comes to the operating area. The car2go
operating area is 122 km 2 in size while the
average size of a DriveNow operating area is
only 88 km 2.
Since the DriveNow operating areas are
smaller and more city-centre orientated,
they have a higher average population density of 7,061 citizens per km 2 compared to
4,719 citizens km 2 in the case of car2go and
this is reflected in the higher level of utilisation per vehicle.

Compared directly, DriveNow has
a higher level of utilisation than
car2go.

4. Evaluation from an economic perspective
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Fig.
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Fig.
14

HARMONISED UTILISATION IN
A COMPARISON OF CITIES

HARMONISED UTILISATION IN
A COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS
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AND DAY
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The denser the operating area,
the higher the system utilisation

Success factors of the
systems
The economic success of the FFC systems depends on both vehicle utilisation
and revenues per rental minute. According to our analyses, vehicle utilisation depends heavily on the following factors:

›› How long the system has been in operation
›› Vehicle density in the operating area
›› Characteristics of

the operating area

›› Quality of

the public transport service in
the operating area

How long the system has been in
operation

In view of this still young market and its
ongoing expansion to new cities, how long
the systems have been in operation is a
key factor in their success. In the following
analysis of success factors, we have harmonised the trips per vehicle for all systems to
an average operating period of 24 months 12
in order to enable a correct comparison.
Vehicle density in the operating area

Vehicle density in the operating area
has a relevant impact on the utilisation
of FFC systems. Where European cities are concerned, our analyses indicate
that additional vehicles will boost demand. In some cities, however, a certain degree of saturation can be seen as
well as a decline in marginal demand.
12 The number of trips per vehicle follows a non-linear
function depending the number of months in operation.

That’s why it is important for providers to
identify optimum vehicle density per operating area. This depends on many factors,
such as population density, the diversity of
use, the quality of public transport, as well
as vehicle quality.
Characteristics of the operating area

The size and layout of the operating area
determine how much potential demand can
be opened up. The best prospects are possible with a small operating area that covers many inner-city transport sources and
targets.
Population density is an indicator for the
characteristics of the operating area. The
denser a city or operating area is populated,
the easier it is to win potential customers.
Our regression analysis between population
density in the operating area and harmonised utilisation shows the following clear
trend for European cities: The denser the
operating area, the higher the system utilisation. Each of the visible freak values can
be explained by other influence factors.
FFC providers have a clear competitive edge
over public transport: The can persistently
gear their operating areas to key demand areas and change them again in a much more
flexible way. Public transport, on the other
hand, must provide a basic service and also
serve areas with low potential but high costs.

4. Evaluation from an economic perspective
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INFLUENCE OF SPATIAL AND
POPULATION STRUCTURE
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Quality of the public transport service
in the operating area

As a next step in the analysis, we examined
how the quality of public transport influences the success of FFC systems. The
quality of public transport is depicted by
the indicator “departures per km 2 of the
settlement area” in the operating area.
The advantage with this indicator is that it
expresses in one value the density of stops
and lines together with timetable density.

The regression analysis between public
transport quality and harmonised utilisation
shows a clear trend: The denser the public
transport service, the higher the system utilisation. Each of the visible freak values can
be explained by other influence factors.

The denser the public transport
service, the higher the system
utilisation.

Fig.
19

INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT QUALITY
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Other influence factors

In our estimation, the economic success of
free-floating systems is additionally determined by the following influence factors:

›› Attractiveness and capacity of

the vehi-

cles offered

––The smart fortwo vehicles from car2go
are only approved for two people. Just
three metres long, it is easy to find
parking and parking sideways is in fact
permitted.

––DriveNow, on the other hand, offers a

much higher quality and more diverse
fleet. All of its vehicles are five-seater
vehicles, some are mini convertibles or
BMW 1 Series cars.

›› Duration and conditions for vehicle reservation

––Long and free reservation times are

attractive for customers, however, they
reduce average revenues and vehicle
availability.

––DriveNow offers 15-minute reservation
free of charge.

––Car2go offers 30-minute reservation
free of charge.

›› Vehicle turnover
––For conventional car rental firms, high
turnover of the vehicle fleet is a key
factor for the success of their business
models.

––It is difficult for car2go to copy this

effect because its vehicles are strongly
configured to free-floating carsharing.

––DriveNow, on the other hand, equips

its vehicles modestly with mobile devices and the exterior colour of its vehicles is more diverse.

––Our analyses show that DriveNow

turns over its vehicles more frequently
than car2go.
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Recommendations
5.

For urban and traffic planners
and politicians

›› Public transport along with bicycle and

pedestrian transport remain the backbone
of efficient and sustainable urban mobility.
Free-floating systems are unable to cover the
high capacities covered by public transport.

›› Therefore, it should be a priority to expand
these traditional forms of transport and
make them more attractive.

›› Free-floating carsharing systems can even

increase pressure on parking in small areas.
That’s why municipalities should actively
steer fleet size in relation to parking facility
management.

›› If

carsharing systems are to have a significant
role in the mobility mix, this will require considerable restrictions for motorised individual
transport and a drastic expansion of the carsharing fleet.

›› Data from FFC systems could improve the

basis for urban and traffic planning. That’s
why we recommend entering into suitable
contracts with providers.

For transport companies and
associations

›› Public transport is not only the foundation

for sustainable urban mobility, it also drives
the success of free-floating carsharing systems. Transport companies and associations
should remember this in all of their negotiations regarding co-operation with new mobility service providers, since they have a good
starting position.

›› It is difficult from an economic perspective

for them to set up and operate their own local FFC system. This is likely to remain a
business area for global corporations. We
hence recommend that transport companies
and associations co-operate with existing providers rather than set up their own systems.

›› Data from FFC systems could improve the

basis for urban and traffic planning. Transport companies and associations should use
this data in order to gain a better understanding of the mobility market and to improve their offers.

5. Recommendations

For tax companies

›› Free-floating carsharing is positioning itself

as a self-service taxi. Although the self-service
taxi has (some) disadvantages in terms of
convenience compared to the customary taxi,
it is nevertheless much cheaper.

›› Free-floating systems mostly have a simple

and easy-to-understand price structure. At
the same time, the costs of congestion and
parking are borne by the customer. New
rates, especially for spontaneous short trips
and less government regulation could support
the taxi sector.

›› If

free-floating systems were to be combined
in the future with autonomous vehicles, then
the conventional taxi driver would become
quasi obsolete. A quality and service campaign is the only way to stop this sector from
collapsing.

For free-floating carsharing
providers

›› Focusing on densely populated, trendy cities

with a high-quality public transport service
is the foundation for good basic utilisation of
the systems.

›› Operating areas should be optimised so that
as many relevant transport sources and destinations as possible can be activated over a
dense area with as few vehicles as possible.

›› Boost utilisation and revenue power through
dynamic load-orientated pricing. For example:

– –Progressive pricing at peak load hours
– –Degressive pricing at low load hours
– –Pricing in line with load direction
›› Adapt the price as well as the terms and

conditions for reservation to boost revenues.
30 minutes free of charge is too much (car2go).

›› Optimise fleet turnover to ensure good rev-

enues on the used car market and to become
more attractive for customers.
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Outlook

6.

As part of this study, we have shown that today‘s systems have no impact on local transport, however, on
a global scale, they can in fact be an attractive field
of business. If cities do opt for stricter regulation of
private car transport, and if “autonomous driving” becomes established, then the future looks bright for freefloating carsharing systems.

6. Outlook

Autonomous driving and stricter regulation of
private passenger car transport could mean a
break-through for free-floating carsharing.
All statements and results of this study
refer to the technical and political conditions that apply today and in the mediumterm, foreseeable future. A significant
change in these conditions could very
well enable the success of free-floating
carsharing systems in transport.
There are two aspects that could enable
FFC systems to attain a relevant, longterm role in the urban mobility market:

›› Break-through and establishment of

au-

tonomous driving

›› Clear regulation or restriction of

private

passenger car transport

Autonomous driving would offset the
system-inherent disadvantages of freefloating carsharing. With this technology,
it would be possible for the vehicles to
schedule themselves. This means that users could order vehicles like a taxi or the
vehicles could dispatch themselves to the
areas with transport demand. According to
press reports, Daimler is planning its first
trial operation in southern California. 13

›› Since it is still early days for autonomous
driving technology, and social and hence
political acceptance and ultimately the
legal security of such systems are still
questionable, this technology will not yet
help FFC systems to a breakthrough in
the medium-term.

13 Carsharing with self-driving cars: Daimler copies
Google. http://www.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/daimlerautobauer-plant-car-sharing-mit-autonom-fahrendensmarts-a-980962.html. Retrieved on 17 July 2014.

Determined regulation of private passenger
car transport, on the other hand, would
provide much stronger and faster leverage
for success and the systems could help bring
about the change in transport. It is already
striking today that FFC systems are particularly successful in Milan and Vienna.

›› Both cities are pursuing different, yet

determined, approaches to regulate motorised individual transport. While Milan
steers flowing traffic using a city toll, Vienna
regulates parked traffic. That‘s why a
large part of the car2go operating area
in Vienna is part of the expanded urban
parking management system.

›› The prices charged for parked vehicles

are the central key to securing the success
of FFC systems. For instance, by increasing the marginal costs of parking to such
an extent that parking costs just as much
as a trip with an FFC vehicle (in actual
fact, the full cost of a trip using a privately
owned car).

›› In the same way, by increasing the size of

today‘s fleet by a factor of 40 combined
with drastic restrictions for private passenger car transport, free-floating systems
could take on a completely new role and
achieve their break-through in transport.

Without measures like these, free-floating
systems will continue to be an add-on mobility system of limited relevance for transport,
but still offer lucrative growth prospects for
large global corporations.
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Data basis and sources

7.

› › The results of

this study are based on our data collections. Over a period of one year (April 2013 to
March 2014), around 115 million data records were
captures, cleansed and evaluated in several stages.
These data records can be used to map around
18 million car rentals.

› › All maps were made using “QGIS 2.4” Open Source
GIS (http://www.qgis.org/de/site/).

› › The plug-in “MMQGIS” was additional used for

hexagon diagrams (http://michaelminn.com/linux/
mmqgis/).

› › Details regarding administrative boundaries are

from the Statistical Office for Berlin-Brandenburg
(http://daten.berlin.de/datensaetze/geometriender-ortsteile-von-berlin-stand-072012).

› › OSM data was used for the local public rail network
© OpenStreetMap participant; this data is available
under the open database licence (http://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright/de).

› › Details of

departures were taken from the timetable
information system and are based on the year 2013.

› › Population data and buying power data for Germany
and Austria are from Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung ((http://www.gfk.com) and are based on
values for 2014.

› › Population data for the Netherlands, UK and Milan

were taken from the statistics of the respective statistical offices (http://statline.cbs.nl/, http://www.ons.
gov.uk, http://www.comune.milano.it).

› › Details of

district, settlement and transport areas in
German cities are based on data from the German
Statistical Office as of 31 December 2012 (www.
destatis.de).

› › The district areas for the other European cities were

taken from the freely accessible geographic data of
the respective cities or countries and calculated in a
geographic information system (https://open.wien.
at, http://geodata.science.uva.nl:8080/geoportal/
catalog/main/home.page, http://dati.comune.
milano.it, https://geoportal.statistics.gov.uk/geoportal/catalog/main/home.page).

› › Data from the European Urban Atlas served as a

basis for calculating population and transport areas
(http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/
urban-atlas#tab-gis-data).

6. Data basis and sources
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